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materials from waste

Artichair by Soyros KizisGrowing bacteria by Giulia TomaselloMycelium  by MoguPh. By Sofia Duarte









Industry-based collections serve a 
mission to connect in-house designers 
and architects with materials for projects 
both realized and conceptual. While 
inspirational, they are essentially 
sourcing collections with priority based 
on market currency. Materials that go 
off-market are usually de-accessioned 
from the collection

Materials libraries



Materials ConneXion Library



Experimentation

Create innovation



Experimentation

Create innovation
Tinkering



CREATE INNOVATION
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Designers  are 
experimenting 

with matter and  
processes again



SEAmpathy 
by daniel elkayam

Looking for 
Sustainable 
Solutions



Pushing the aesthetic 
innovations, the 
materials languages, 
process innovation



Materials demonstrator is a collection of 
samples that could stimulate critical or 

speculative design thinking. Samples are useful 
to envision future solutions and open  new 

scenarios



LET’S 
START!



You can create your own material lab even in 
your kitchen! 
Use some tools from kitchen such as pan, 
heater, stirrer, oven, induction plate, spatula 
metal and metal spoon, plastic mixing bowls, 
rolling pin

Build your workspace!



Be careful with the usage of a knife, never try to catch a 
falling knife.

Don’t use wet oven mitts to handle hot pots or pans. 

Heat transfers a lot faster through wet cloth than dry ones.

Don't put a hot glass dish on a wet surface, or a hot pan 
on a glass table. The glass might shatter and make a 
mess.

Wash hands after chopping a chile. 

Never mix water and hot oil. 

Don't open the door if a fire starts in the oven. Turn off the 
oven and allow the fire to burn itself out. Opening it might 
feed the fire by giving it more oxygen. 

Safety Precautions!



It is possible to use scales, they will 
guarantee the same results every time.

List of BASIC TOOLS:
Baking paper
Cling film
Toothpickers
Paper tape
Latex gloves
Cutter
Scissors
Strainer/piece of cotton fabric
Plastic boxes
Paper Kitchen Towel
labels
plastic bag
Sensitive 5kg Scales
Grinder

Be precise 
and use the correct tools!



It is a good habit to make note on your process, ingredients, 
and experimentation results.

Documentation 
is Important!Turn mistake into 

knowlege



The diary



Material
Tinkering

Parisi, S., Rognoli, V, Sonneveld, M. (2017).
Materials Tinkering. An inspirational approach for experiential learning
and envisioning in product design education.
In The Design Journal, 20:sup1,



Tinkering
with the INGREDIENTS



FIND NEW RAW 
SOURCES
PH.Materfad



FIND NEW RAW 
SOURCES



Tinkering with…

formulation process samples



Tinkering with
the formula



Tinkering with the process



Tinkering with the process



Tinkering
with the sample



]\

Understand material 
personalities and 
experiences



A full CMF palette and aesthetical visualization of some 
samples of DIY-Material



Material Development
by iteration



Get your hands dirty
Play
Enjoy
create



Make a collection



Tips !



Binders
Potato starch
Corn starch
Gelatin
Rabbit skin glue 
Rosin 
Birch tar
Gum arabic
Pectin

Finishings
Bees Wax
Casein
Shellac
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Look into food waste & 
food colorants to find 
new inspiration

















Some recipes



Some recipes



Some recipes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5rdZlIKgIc



Air Dried: make or become dry through contact with unheated air.

Bake: cook by dry heat without direct exposure to a flame.

Boil: (of food) cooked in boiling water or stock or (of liquid) heated to reach boiling point.

Cast: an object made by pouring hot liquid into a container and leaving it to become solid; or cause 
(light or shadow) to appear on a surface, as a verb.

Cooked: opposite of “raw”,  things prepared by heating.

Crushed: deformed, pulverized, or foarced inwards by compression.

Cut: make an opening, or divide into pieces with a knife or other sharp implement.

Decant: gradually pour (wine, port, or another liquid) from one container into another, typically in 
order to separate out sediment.

Dehydrator dried: drying materials by a dehydrator.

Fermente: a metabolic process that produces chemical changes in organic substrates through the 
action of enzymes.

Fired: Expose materials to fire for heating and other manipulation. 

Freeze: turn or be turned into ice or another solid as a result of extreme cold, or store (something) at a 
very low temperature in order to preserve it.

Grate: reduce (food) to small shreds by rubbing it on a grater.

Grind (past and past participle tense as “Ground”): reduce (something) to small particles or powder by 
crushing it.

Processing
Glossary



Grow: (of a living thing) undergo natural development by increasing in size and changing physically.

Knead: work (moistened flour or clay) into dough or paste with the hands.

Knit: manipulate yarn to create a textile or fabric

Laser cut: a technology that uses a laser to slice materials.

Mix:  combine or put together to form one substance or mass.

Mould (past and past participle tense as “Molded”): form (an object) out of malleable material.

Oven dry: dried at a temperature at or above that of boiling water

Rinse: wash (something) with clean water to remove soap, detergent, dirt, or impurities.

Sieve: (v.) to put a liquid or powder through a sieve. (n.) A tool consisting of a wood, plastic, or 
metal frame with a wire or plastic net attached to it. 

Soak: to make something very wet, or (of liquid) to be absorbed in large amounts; or to leave 
something in liquid, especially in order to clean it, make it softer, or change its flavour.

Spray: (v.) to spread liquid in small drops over an area. (n.) a liquid that is forced out of a special 
container under pressure so that it becomes a mass of small liquid drops like a cloud.

Stitch: to sew two things together, or to repair something by sewing.

Processing
Glossary



For Measuring
Measuring cup
Measuring spoons
Beakers
Timer
Scale
Ruler
...

Container
Plate
Bowl
Baking tray
Pie plate
Crisper
Test tube
Petri dish
Spice containers
...

For Cooking & Heating
Stove
Electric stove
Oven
Microwave oven
Pressure cooker
Toaster
Electric baking pan
Iron
...

Drying
Dryer
Salad spinner
Dehydrator
Hair dryer
Oven
...

Grinding
Grater
Grinder
Mortar and pestle
Juicer
Soy milk machine
Pasta machine
...

Fliting
Colander
Strainer
Filter Paper
Mesh skimmer
...

Flatten
Rolling pin
Scraper
Cake Scraper
Cake Slicer
...

Safety
Gloves 
Goggles
Mask
Protective clothing 
...

Growing
Incubator
Microscope
Plant nursery tools
Spray
Humidity monitors
...

Tools & useful Elements



Material experimentation 
notes

ingredients

Process properties

Photo

Remember to take notes

& make pictures of 
the process



Useful links

https://naturelab.risd.edu/discover/biomaterials-you-can-make-at-home/
http://materialdesigners.org/Book/
https://materiom.org/
https://issuu.com/miriamribul/docs/miriam_ribul_recipes_for_material_a
https://issuu.com/juliettepepin/docs/bookletbioplastic
https://issuu.com/fibrefabrics/docs/fibre-fabrics-digital
https://issuu.com/caradt/docs/still_alive_caradt_avans_vweb
http://openmaterials.org
http://transmaterial.net/
www.instituteofmaking.org.uk
http://www.designandlivingsystems.com/
https://typeknitting.net/

https://materiom.org/
https://issuu.com/miriamribul/docs/miriam_ribul_recipes_for_material_a
https://issuu.com/juliettepepin/docs/bookletbioplastic
https://issuu.com/fibrefabrics/docs/fibre-fabrics-digital
https://issuu.com/caradt/docs/still_alive_caradt_avans_vweb
http://openmaterials.org
http://transmaterial.net/
http://www.instituteofmaking.org.uk
http://www.designandlivingsystems.com/
https://typeknitting.net/


REMEMBER



Thanks for your attention!

@diymaterials_polimi
Valentina.rognoli@polimi.it


